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It is, at least for this reviewer, a deHnite descent
to the more scattered pieces of " 1 utankhamcn."
T h e title poem is an ambitious attempt to picture
the continuity of man's life in three pages but in
spite of a few felicitous phrases, it is prosy, l ^ e
concluding section, " W a r s , " is noticeably "dated."
But the shorter vei-ses—particularly " T h e W i f e , "
"Flight of Crows," and "Indian Summer" (the
high point of this collection)—give the lie to the
glib charge of professional pedantiy.
Whatever
faults may be found in Leonard's verse, it is never
pallid.

trKTuls would cease to make their exaggerated
(laims of genius, one could praise the book wholeleartedl-v.
As it is, one cannot fail to remark
•hat the sensitivity and fancy which are his dis".nguishmg features are not the qualities of genius.
fhfv belong to a minor poet, a poet of the
Pan-lit-.Suit
which has only two dimensions; or,
f u possesses any depth at all, might be compared
'o the parchment stretched across a d r u m — r e bounding, fierce, and hollow.
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I T H her new novel "Quest," Katharine
Newlin Burt definitely steps out of the
adventure story class in which her earlier
books, " T h e Branding I r o n " and "Snow-Blind"
had placed her. In this n e w volume she gives us
a sincere study of manners and mores in the
Catskill country during the last fifty years. T h e r e
is a sense of the land in it, a feeling for the earth
and its growing things which is for the most part
lacking in American literature and which so enriches that of England. O n e gets the " f e e l " of
the places she describes:
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As for the novel itself, " T h e Grand E c a r t " is
far superior to " T h o m a s the Impostor." T h e style
of the two is similar; there is the same wit, the
same exaggerated metaphor; but in the former
volume the characters have the trick of coming
alive. Germaine especially; she is a common type
in Paris; a kept woman who works in the theater
with a sense of sacrifice, as if she were paying a
tax to her reputation. O n e might call her utterly
depraved. Still, depravity implies a fall from a
brighter state of morals, and in the case of Germaine the past was even blacker than the present. I t would be more exact to speak of unmorality, and to add that unmorality of her sort
is more dangerous than the immorality with which
it is always contrasted, for she could steal, murder,
or break a heart without marring her perfect complexion, without the least consciousness- of doing
wrong.
W h e n Jacques Forestier fell in love with her,
it was like a fall into the sort of abyss which can
only be found in an opium dream. H e had been
candid and ingenuous. N o w he learned how to
lie to her "old m a n " — t h e Eg^'ptian financier who
paid the bills—to meet hop-heads, snow-birds, and
perverted creatures of both sexes, and to speak
with them as equals. Germaine got rid of him.
T h e cure was violent as the disease; he attempted
suicide, and was saved only by the dishonesty of
the barman, who sold him a drug of inferior
quality.
I t is a fascinating novel. I f Cocteau and his
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New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1925. $2.
H I S novel is the first which Cocteau wrote,
and the second of his books which Lewis
Galantiere has translated.
Concerning the
quality of these translations, there has been much
discussion. People have pointed out, quite justly,
that to speak of Saint-Eugene as "the Back Bav of
Algiers" is hardly an exact rendering of Cocteau's
phrase. N o r is " P a Rateau" the English of Per^
Ratfau. Still, there is life in M r . Galantiere's expressions, and his work in general is so far above
the average that, until the day when other translators are forced to acknowledge their more griev^ous
blunders, he should receive nothing but praise.

Schnitzler's Latest

OWEVER
unpleasant the theme of
Schnitzler's latest novel may be the book
is an artistic triumph. Within the brief
compass of its less than one hundred and fifty
pages it presents a kaleidoscopic portrayal of the
doubt, despair, and agony of a soul which volumes
of description could make no more poignant. Its
very brevity, indeed, lends it an intensity of mood
which neither author nor reader could sustain for
a long period, but which for the duration of its
swift-moving course lays an unescapable hold upon
the emotions.
W h e n the tale is told, and the
heroine has paid with her life f o r the violence
which she has done to her own nature, the u n reality of the situation into which she has been
forced becomes secondary to the inevitability of its
outcome. T h e story has that higher reality which
is the essence of good fiction.

Cocteau's First Novel
GRAND

than that. I t is a keen and sympathetic analysis
of the child psyche confronted by the inexplicable
"thou shalt nots" of an adult world, and a relentless portrayal of the warping of individuality
brought about by ugly fears implanted in childhood. O n e will search far before finding a grimmer bit of realism than that of Little John's
punishment.
I t was while locked in the dark
room, trembling and broken by his whipping, that
Little John heard " a voice without human modulation, cold, high. . say T am the Lord thy God' "
— a n d in a paroxysm of terror he passed beyond
being afraid. " H e had become F e a r . . . the Fear of
G o d . " T h e failure of his life comes logically
and relentlessly from this hour. Nicholas, in his
little hour of trial, meets a too lenient God, and
treads a tortuous if partially primrose path to a
finally tragic readjustment.
This theme is too
real to need the sound and fury of plot which
Mrs. Burt introduces into the latter part of the
book, and the work loses much toward the end
through the piling up of theatrical incident.

The sober workmanlike team shook their heads and

T h e collected poems of Charlton Lewis reveal
> less fiery but equally definite personality. Grace
was Professor Lewis's note; a delicate flavor spiced
with humor characterizes this posthumous volume.
A few of the earlier verses coidd have been spared,
although Henry A . Beer's Foreword gives sufficient
reason for their inclasion. H a d Lewis lived. . . .
But such speculations are as unsafe as thev are futile.
Here is his tithe of creation, too slender for criticism
yet not too trivial for praise.
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Illustration by the author from "Letters to Katie," by Sir
Edward Burne-Jones (Macmillan).
started with a certain eagerness for home; the dust
flew up from the narrow metal-rimmed wheels; the smell
of the church grounds, turfy and warm, merged into the
smell of the leafy, dusty village street, of dinners preparing to right and left in the pleasant small houses. . . .
Before they got down into the main part of the town,
they could see over its roofs the little broad ferryboat
plying across to the opposite larger town, leaving two
bright folds of water behind it like trailing wings and
having altogether the air of an active water insect.
If it is not a large stage M r s . Burt sets, at
least no one can deny the abundance of characters.
T h e pages are almost as thickly peopled as those
of Dickens or Balzac, and in the earlier portions
the characters are completely realized threedimensional beings, although, it is to be regretted,
as the book progresses they tend to become types.
Not the least charming of these people is Hooker,
the parrot, w h o through listening to his clerical
master's intonings "had become expert in Mosaic
law." A t the approach of Miss Abbey, whom he
was later to disgrace, he "would invert himself
and begin to climb all over the cage, upside down,
downside up, cocking his ash-gray head and his
glowing yellow eyes and cleverly grasping the
bars with his deliberate amber toes. His tail, the
color of a flame amongst the ashen feathers of
his wings, balanced him in whatever attitude."
But, alas, when, carefully covered with a bit of
embroidered silk, he was handed into the cab with
Miss Abbey—" ' T h o u shalt not commit adultery'
Hooker remarked excitedly."
T h e publishers announce the volume as the
story of youth's search for God. I t is much more
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T h e high pitch of its emotion is derived through
the device of reflecting through the consciousness
of Fraulein Else herself the misery to which the
young girl falls prey when she has committed
herself for the sake of saving her father from
financial ruin and imprisonment to appearing u n clad before the assthetic gourmand whose assistance
is only to be purchased through feeding his lust
for beauty. T h e device, of course, is perfectly
familiar, but it is here handled with an economy
of means, a sureness of intention, and a straightforwardness of method that are masterly. T h e
writhings of the girl's soul, the decision and indecision that alike tear her, the final shift of emotion from Else to those around her while she is
still maintained as the medium through which
the feelings of all are reflected, are conveyed
with a directness that is as highly charged as it is
effective.
From start to finish the story moves
with absolute certainty. Its technique is flawless.
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Reviewed by R E B E C C A L O W R I E
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N Y novel which will satisfy the requirements
of a reputable publisher, a popular periodi•- cal, and a motion picture producer is an
interesting phenomenon.
And such is " W i l d
Geese," the $13,500 prize novel by Martha
Ostenso. O n e is amazed at its selection for this
particular prize, because though it may indeed be
called "promising" the promise is not fulfilled
within the limits of the book. I t is unremarkable
as a story; its serial possibilities are slight; it is
not readily adaptable to the naive art of the motion
picture.

T h e author is, we are told, a young Norwegian
girl. T h e scene is prairie country somewhere in
the northwest.
T h e characters are farmers of
mixed
racial
extractions—Swedes,
Icelanders,
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Norwegians and Bohemians.
A2;ainst the drab
background of the soil, one of these families, the
Gares, contends with the elements, sun and rain,
drought and bliirlit. T h e real conflict, however,
is between Caleb Gare, miserly and malicious, and
his wife and children. I t is a domestic struggle
which takes place the world over.. Given Caleb in
a city, he would have put his children to work
in an overall factory just as surely as he broke
their spirits in the cow barns and the hay fields,
and the story would remain the same.
So, for all its studied realism, the background
serves only to make the picture more sombre, more
sinister, and not to influence, concretely, the development of the story. Briefly, Miss Ostenso's
Story is this:
Amelia Gare has had an illegitimate son. T h e n
she marries Caleb. T h e boy grows up in ignorance
of his parentage and has risen somewhat above the
level of the community.
Caleb uses his wife's
love for her son to bend her to his will. I t is an
unreasoning kind of malice, born of a love of
power, and the desire to inflict pain. O f Caleb's
own children, Ellen, the younger girl, and M a r tin, the boy are completely cowed by him. O n l y
Judith has daring and independence.
She is a
fighting, biting, hatchet-throwing wench who in
the motion picture version of the book should be
played by the blonde Anna Q . Nilsson with Jack
Dempsey to double for her. Not a great deal
actually happens to this unhappy family.
Ellen
loses her sight and her lover, Martin, dislocates
his shoulder, getting off on the whole rather well.
Judith elopes with the young man who is the
father of her unborn child. For Caleb remains
the sensational climax of death in a prairie fire.
" W i l d Geese" does not, I feel, stand on its
own merits. I t is as though the author had studied
the earlier novels of Willa Cather, had followed
the successful lead of Edna Ferber in "So B i g , "
had introduced some of the qualities of Selma
Lagerlof and Knut Hansun and out of this jumble
' a readable but unoriginal and untory.
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H I S is the book that launched a thousand
protests. W h e n the chapter on Reno appeared in Harper's Magazine, the good citizens of that virtuous metropolis made a horrible
uproar; the governor attacked it as "a virtual
libel;" the Nevada Federation of Women's Clubs,
the Reno Chamber of Commerce, and private
individuals unknown to fame joined in denouncing the unhappy author.
All of which might
make one think that M r s . Gerould had probably
been telling some unwelcome truths.
Yet as a matter of fact, however it may be
with the chapter on Reno, the book as a whole
errs on the side of injudicious praise. T h e author
has set herself to define the apparent difference
which everyone feels between the spirit of the
Middle West and that of the region which lies in
and beyond the Rocky Mountains.
This she
declares to be a difference between the small-town
mind, limited in outlook, worshipful of the opinion of one's neighbors, and the aristocratic spirit,
recognizant of individual merit, distrustful of
majorities, tolerant of divergent attitudes.
Such
a characterization is likely to be accepted by those
who have not lived long in the sections described,
for it harmonizes with what one would be led
from a passing visit to expect. M r s . Gerould has
been misled by outward appearances and has fallen
into the traveler's t)'pical error of inferring freedom of mind from freedom of manners. T h e
F a r West has ever been the land of adventure.
In contrast to the Middle West, its industries—
mining, fishing, grazing, oil, or lumber—have
permitted of quick returns; booms of one kind or
another are perennial. Incomes and outgoes have
replaced each other with startling rapidity. U n d e r
such circumstances, life takes on a colorful character. T h e F a r Westerner has a dash and personal tang unknown t o his Middle Western uncle;
he lives with greater zest; he enjoys more liberty

of acton. T o w n s are few and far b'r'.vo.,:n and
tlie gi-e i* s!i'Ci-'s have r.o fii'is ry S ' . • •.;••, : r ,.aj
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Street.
All of th-s, unforiunsie^y, is 'eriectiy
compatiiiie with uiteliectual iiarrown .. T h e
proble;)H of the Reeky M'-u-ta'.a araj Pacific
Stat'-, ::Ke thdSfc of ih'' ;\lni;la: V\'--,>, a a s - ntcn
matiMaa' pi'blems; tlic cfia.t aata2vn-'t h; • been
inanmi'ite n ;rure wh ' h never \ e e e s anv (ieeiUii)ing or heterodiex opiirens.
T h e hai West, v\til llle notable exeepreri of
San Franc =co which early gatneted te itseif men
from vat'oLis nationaLities and c .mes, has h.id little experience with divers-'ties of humaa (jutlook.
Respect for minorities arises only where there are
strong minorities to be dealt with; tolerance is a
virtue of thickly settled districts, not of solitude.
For this reason i t . has been STiguiarly easy for
the Middle We-;rern spirit to capture Satithr-rn
California and make Los Angeles the capfal of
smugness, capture the Ore,aon ar^ricu'lui'al v a i e j s
and draft anti-Catholic education b:IK,, eantuve
Seattle and hold I. W . W . poaiom- \n V\'a-,h;n'_'ton, aiiii m a l e it alipear iivN babl a as Mi-. C.ierouid
admits, that the Mountain and Pacific st,a*a.s v/'W
soc-ner or later lose tlieir iiuliVHl!i.aiity Jiid become
mera:'d vvnh the other parts of the ccutriy. It
would not be inevitable, however, had they ever
possessed the spiritual integrity, as contrasted with
mere idiosyncracy of manners, which she ascribes
to them.
O f the separate chapters, aside from the
much-debated Reno one, that on Salt Lake City
is the most interesting and valuable. M r s .
Gerould is enthusiastic over the incomparable
beauty of the Mormon capital's surroundings—
hitherto strangely neglected in accounts of American scenery; she is enthusiastic oyer the wide
embowered streets and the gilaed statue of Vloroni,
the son of Mormon, on the T e m p l e ; she is enthusiastic over the Mormons themselves and emphasizes in glowing terms their stunly '.ertues. T o
New Mexico .she cf\'otes an exrelient l^ut less
sympathetic chapter. Indian and Spa:v.h achirvements there are rated highiv, but iitt'c m . r r than
contempt is expressed for Amer.ran attempt^ Xo
force upon that region a commercial ciTiJization
to which the land is ill-adapted.
Toward the
Northwestern states, the attitude of uncr'tica]
praise is resumed, with the exception of a few
hostile remarks on the Ku Kiux movement which,
curiously enough, the author locates in the lumber
camps instead of in the agricultural sections. O f
San Francisco, city beloved of poets, she writes
tenderly and admiringly.
T h e book ought to be read by everyone east of
the Mississippi, but its circulation should be prohibited west of the Rockies lest its flattery undermine the manhood of the whole Pacific coast.
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I S T O R Y " is a misnomer for this extraordinary book; as history it will be
judged harshly: " A n Essay on the History of E n g l a n d " is its proper title, and as such
it deserves far more respect than historical specialists, with their own pet axes to grind, will give it.
M r . Belloc has ground his axe on the Catholic
view of English history, and he pursues in terse
paragraphs the makers of the myth of a Teutonic
England whose heads he proposes to bounce into
the ditch. I n short, this book is propaganda.
Hence its value. Belloc is undoubtedly right
in his charge that the Anglo-Saxon of the standard
histories is about as mythical as Romulus and
Remus, and that'the attempt to trace all supposed
Protestant and English virtues to a primitive
England made between the fifth and the ninth
century by sturdy Teutons, was sure to result in
a distortion of everything that primitive England
was. H e is undoubtedly right (and here the best
historians will support h i m ) in asserting that
whatever of organization and civilization in our
sense is to be found in Anglo-Saxon England
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springs d-'-eetly either from Roman Briton or the
Rexnan Chi;r,~h.
He is quire certainly rir'ht in
rP'i' -.ng re( b:-gend of a great in\as)on of English
n <• -'• -weeping across Britain and wiping out
t'ie l i a t w i , to raid^ of savage bariiarians wiio dis(iL'a.'iized Brm-n society but ne\er supplanted it.
In short, the great argument of this book: that
the history of early England is a history of a
Roinan province gradually sinking into barbarism
as iiiratcs preyed upon it, and revived by recontact
wi'th stil; ci\-ilized Rome, is just; and Belloc's
vivacious presentation may serve to dr!\"e home the
Idea where soberer accounts fail. This thesis is
<^f Jar greater importance than the mere statement
implies, for all writing, all thinking even, about
English, about British, about American history is
pervaded with the Teutonic m\'th, and premised
by a conception of an English community newly
born in the obscure centuries and making a rough
civilization upon which most that we are is
built.
But .Mr. Belloc is a better scourge than he is
a hi>t()rian. His Catholic theory of history works
such remarkable transformations when applied to
v.ill known facts that the reader's faith 'n all
Ivisf .ries is shaken.
I f a W h i g Protestant can
m k- one thing of English origin, and an Eii2ii-h
C ' , ' ' i i i e another and utterly diitei\nt thing, vi hat
•i: ' h ap.air Have we been readina the tries cvery••• • ••'• all 'air life.?
Is written liistory aii\ thing
i e ; th - Known circumstances as one man's prejudice interprets them?
•>«
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M r . Belloc has brought forward, of course,
some new facts, and his aamirable 5;ense for t"i)ograpiiy, combined with his v'ew of the British
story as a phase of imperial de^eneratxin and
Ca'iaolic re-organization, makes h'S history of the
dark period between 4.00 and 600 'o 700 A . D . in
some respects m.ore illuminatyia t'nn.] any taat has
'Drece^ied it. But his metiiod of viTif^ang hi-t-;e'cal
derr.-l lea":s much to be desired.
As a w e'ler
in i /;/• j_y'^'!:i^:n T-^vc; e^'serv'er:, be cities ^iie
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^^•;, sati;tact'rii\' exnre--. And a :• • '.^•'s v- 1
to recall that the in\ader^ were I r i r a a wh .1
had to i'e house-broken by Rnman u i * ir., b o ' i r j
they were fit to li\x in a civib7id ian(!, siel : >
quite imDO;sib]e to reduce the northern bloed that
made the Beowulf, the Niebeiungeniied, and the
sagas, to the dirty stupid sayase, living in complete anarchy, that Belloc presents as the person
who is posed,' falsely no doubt, as the general ancestor of Englishmen.
This, therefore, is a book to be read and
digested with the certainty of much vaUie remlrine, and much interest for the hi-toricaiiy iniad.cd
who happen to be protestants and beilc^a'rs in their
Anglo-Saxon ancestors.
I t is a bad book for
Catholics, who will be hurt not helped by its
exaggerations; and tiseful to hi.^tnrians on'v in
so far as it may fillip them into self examination.
For if Belloc writes with a Catholic bias, previous
historians of his period have undoubtedly suffered
from its opposite.
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